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Abstract—A considerable amount of research is being 
conducted by many people (researchers, graduate students, 
professors etc) everyday. Finding information about a 
specific topic is one of the most time consuming activities of 
those people. People doing research have to search, read and 
analyze multiple research papers, e-books and other 
documents and then determine what they contain and 
discover knowledge from them. Many available resources 
are in the form of unstructured text format of long text 
pages which require long time to read and analyze. In this 
paper we propose a two-stage method for scientific paper 
analysis. The method uses information extraction to extract 
the main idea key sentences (mainly needed by the most 
readers) from the paper and the extracted paper’s 
information is then organized in a structured format and 
grouped in different clusters according to their topics using 
a multi-word based clustering method. The proposed 
method combines different features in paper’s topics 
extraction and uses multi-word matching feature in 
selection of initial centroids for clustering. The proposed 
method can help readers to access and analyze multiple 
research papers documents timely and efficiently. 
Conducted experiments show the effectiveness and 
usefulness of our proposed approach.  
 
Index Terms—text mining, information extraction, text 
clustering, important information, initial centroids, 
scientific papers. 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The amount of textual data that is available for 
researchers and businesses to analyze is increasing at a 
dramatic rate [1]. Most of available information (over 
80%) is stored   as unstructured text, and text mining is 
believed to have a high commercial potential value [2]. 
As the amounts of data are increasingly available in the 
form of text, text analysis and text mining are both 
becoming topics of significant interest. This information 
is being read and analyzed by many different people for 
different purposes like knowledge discovery, for 
decision-making and knowledge management through 
text mining. Facing such large data sets, it is very 
difficult to find the desired information quickly and 
accurately. There is a need of automated processing 
methods for such amount of information available for 

many readers like researchers, academicians, students, 
professors and business analysts so that they access this 
information fast and accurately. It is very helpful for 
readers to retrieve the summary of original article instead 
of original article with the purpose of finding the desired 
information efficiently and accurately. It is also much 
needed to retrieve all needed information very fast in well 
structured and organized manner. Users need tools to 
compare different documents, rank the importance and 
relevance of the documents, or find patterns and trends 
across multiple documents [3]. Text mining is defined as 
an intelligent text analysis, text data mining, or 
knowledge discovery in text[2]- that is uncover 
previously invisible patterns in existing resources by 
applying principles from several fields such as 
computational linguistics, information retrieval, machine 
learning, and statistics[4]. Typically text mining tasks 
include information extraction, text clustering, text 
classification, information retrieval and text 
summarization. Researchers have put a lot of interest on 
mining data that are in the form of structured format 
where they assume that the information to be mined is 
already in the form of a relational database [5]. 
Unfortunately some research papers, e-books and news 
articles are in the form of unstructured or semi structured 
format which is not easy to apply data mining or 
knowledge discovery directly.  

Text mining starts by extracting information (facts and 
events) from textual documents and then enables 
traditional Data Mining and data analysis methods to be 
applied. Document clustering (also known as text 
clustering) is one of the most important text mining 
methods that are developed to help users effectively 
navigate, summarize, and organize text documents[6].  

To perform analysis, decision-making and knowledge 
management tasks and information systems use an 
increasing amount of unstructured information in the 
form of text [7].  

Generally, readers (researchers) of scientific papers are 
only and mainly interested in the main idea of the 
research paper and do not need to read the whole paper at 
first.  Summarization of a scientific paper by only 
extracting key sentences (main ideas) can help reader 
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reads many papers in a very short time and reduces 
storage size.  In this approach, a two stage method for 
scientific papers analysis is proposed, it uses information 
extraction technique to extract the needed information by 
readers from scientific papers and store it in a structured 
format (database) as a summary of the papers for easier 
further processing. To solve the high dimensional 
problem found in text documents, only the extracted 
information is processed and used to cluster research 
papers in their topics based on their similarity using a 
multi word based clustering method. Fig. 1 shows the 
details of the proposed approach. In stage 1, information 
extraction method is used to extract the main idea from 
papers and the extracted information in form of sentences 
or phrases is stored in a database for further processing. 
In stage 2, the extracted information is clustered in 
different topics based on their similarity, which is means 
that papers which are talking the same topic are grouped 
in the same cluster while different topic papers are 
grouped in different clusters. With this new method, all 
research papers are stored in databases and their 
descriptions (Title, authors, keywords, main idea/key 
sentences, paper’s topic and most similar reference title) 
can be queried. For example the reader or analyzer can 
get how many papers have been published in a certain 
field of research or she/he can know that such author has 
published such number of papers, etc. Fig. 1 shows 
number of papers in different topics after clustering.  

Having the needed information in summarized, viewed, 
structured format  with similar (related) papers grouped 
together in their well organized categories or topics will 
provide to the reader or analyzer  an easier access by 
quickly accessing many papers’ information, know their  
contents  in a very short time.  

Text summarization is needed because it presents 
information in shorter way, it saves reader's time and it 
reduces storage space [8]. 

 

II.  RELATED WORKS 

A starting point for computers to analyze unstructured 
text is to use information extraction [2].  

Many information extraction methods have been 
developed for all kinds of text data. Those methods can 
only extract simple words from an unstructured text.  
Mostly useful information such as names of people, 

places or organization mentioned in the text is extracted 
without a proper understanding of the text [9]. Reference 
[10] proposed a scientific paper summarization using 
citation summary networks. In this method, it is assumed 
that a set of citation summary can be good resource to 
understand contributions of a paper and how that paper 
affects others. A citation summary can be a good resource 
to make a summary of a target paper. They used citation 
summaries and network analysis techniques to produce a 
summary of a single scientific article as a framework for 
future research on topic summarization. 

Text clustering has been used in many applications 
such as text summarization [11-13], navigation of large 
document collections and organization of Web search 
results. In their experiments on identifying and clustering 
similar sentences from one or multiple documents of 
news articles, Reference [14] proposed an evaluation 
framework based on an incremental and unsupervised 
clustering method which is combined with statistical 
similarity metrics to measure the semantic distance 
between sentences. Their approach detects and clusters 
similar sentences of texts written in Brazilian Portuguese. 
Their approach is limited on working only for text written 
in Brazilian Portuguese and also works for only news 
articles. Few works have been conducted to analyze 
scientific papers, one of them is the analysis of scientific 
papers in the field of radiology and medical imaging 
included in Science Citation Index Expanded and 
published by Turkish authors [15]. The analysis was done 
through web science software by analyzing the number of 
publications per year, journals, institution and type of 
papers. In this study there is no clear proposed method or 
algorithm that can handle the automated analysis of 
papers and a lot of things have done manually.  

III.  MOTIVATION FOR THE PROPOSED APPROACH 

Researchers spend a lot time on searching and reading 
papers related to their research topics. People doing 
research have to read many papers so that they can see 
what others have done and they can contribute to the 
existing approaches or can propose new ones. They can 
conduct some analysis in the interest to know the 
progress of research in a certain area, for example the 
researcher might want to know which research topics are 
more active or which authors has contributed to a certain 
area of research, etc. Given the high number of researches 
and the increasing amount of information on the web, it 
becomes very important to organize this large amount of 
information into meaningful clusters referring each to one 
single category so that the time to access them is reduced.  

IV.  A TWO STAGE FOR SCIENTIFIC PAPER ANALYSIS  

The readers of a scientific paper can be only interested 
in the main idea of the paper and he/she doesn’t need to 
read the whole paper. For most papers, abstract is 
believed to be a good summary of the papers and can 
contains the results of experiments but it is not the case 
for all papers. An abstract is a brief summary of a 
research article, thesis, review, conference proceeding or 
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Figure 1.  The proposed approach architecture. 
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any in-depth analysis of a particular subject or discipline, 
and is often used to help the reader quickly ascertain the 
paper's purpose [16]. Mostly the main idea of the paper is 
found in abstract section of the paper which indicates that 
the abstract is the accurate summary of the content of the 
paper and it is often the only component which is read by 
many readers. Our objective is to extract important 
information to the reader from the paper and key 
sentences (topic of the paper) to help in achieving better 
results in clustering. 

Our approach is mainly executed in two stages: 
Information Extraction and Text Clustering.  Information 
extraction can help to automatically extract only the 
needed information to the reader and text clustering can 
help to group similar papers together for the benefit of the 
reader or analyzer. The output of clustering method 
shows papers in different topics and can show also 
graphically the number of research papers from different 
fields or topics as shown in Fig.1, thus speed up the 
analysis of research papers. 

A.  Information Extraction Stage 
During this stage, we want to extract the main 

information of the paper that will be taken as a summary 
and used in further processing (clustering). The overall 
idea of the paper can be expressed by the title of the 
paper, but the title only is not enough for the reader to 
know what is the content of the paper; we need to extract 
some other additional information to express paper 
content. It is in this regard that we selected other 
information such as abstract to help express the main 
content of the paper.  We believe that in an academic 
research paper, the following information is mainly very 
important to the reader; it can be taken as a summary of 
the paper and is selected to be extracted. 

• Title: this contains the title of paper 
• Authors: this contains the names of all authors 

of the paper. 
• Abstract: this contains the summary of the paper 
• Keywords: this contains common used words in 

the paper. 
• Paper topic: this contains the key points or 

important points of the paper. 
• Most similar reference title: this contains the 

most similar references to the paper’s title. 
Since the academic research paper is semi-structured in 

such way that it has sections or parts, some information 
will be extracted from their respective sections without 
much processing. Here we mean paper’s title, authors, 
abstract and keywords but other information such as 
paper’s topics and most similar references, some 
processing is required in order to extract them. 

The title and authors’ name, abstract and keywords are 
automatically extracted and stored in database.  
Reference [1] described his concepts and assumptions 
that the fundamental unit of text is a word. Words are 

comprised of characters, and are the basic units from 
which meaning is constructed. By combining a word with 
grammatical structure a phrase or sentence is made. 
Sentences are the basic units of action in text, containing 
information about the action of some subjects. Since 
phrases or sentences are considered more meaningful 
than individual words, a phrase match in the document is 
considered more meaningful than single word matches 
[17].  

Sentences extraction can provide better results in term 
of further processing. In order to get meaningful clusters, 
we use multi word or phrase features in clustering 
algorithm. In reducing the dimension of text document 
for fast processing only little paper’s important 
information is considered to represent the paper. A part 
from paper title, its abstract and its keywords, we need 
also paper’s topics and its most similar references title in 
order to make an automated paper clustering. We say 
paper’s topics because in many cases a single paper can 
have many topics. 
A.1 Paper’s Topic Extraction 

Some works have been done in localizing the main 
idea of the document. Many of them considered sentences 
feature to contain document’s main idea. Selecting 
sentence based on its location in the document was 
proposed [19]. This is dependent on the type of the 
document. For example, in technical documents, 
sentences in the conclusion section are ranked high, while 
in news articles, first few sentences are ranked higher 
[20]. 

In extraction of paper’s topics we consider features 
such as high frequent words, most frequent sentences 
which are most related to the paper’s title and keywords. 
Each paper section is processing except table, figure, 
equations, footnotes, header and footer information.  
After removing stop words from the papers, we didn’t 
perform stemming as we assumed that stemming would 
miss the tense and voice information of the sentence of 
the paper, so we choose the original words in the 
sentences. In general as a researcher when you read the 
title of a scientific paper, abstract and its keywords, it is 
easily to know or guess which kind of topics the paper is 
talking about. 

Compared to the length of the research paper, 
sometimes up to 40 pages, this information is not enough 
to know the topics of a given paper. We have to look for 
other information from the remaining parts which are 
enough to automatically group similar papers. 

We treated each research paper as a bag of words and 
used TF (Term Frequency) to get the frequency of each 
word. Only top frequent words at a certain occurrence are 
considered and sentences containing those top frequent 
words are extracted to be included in paper’s topics 
selection. Top frequent sentences extraction algorithm is 
shown in Fig.2. 
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In order to reduce the number of sentences and keep 

the title relationship, the similarity between title and each 
extracted sentences is measured and only those most 
similar the title (at a certain occurrence) are extracted.  

We have chosen to use these sentences instead of 
single words because a multi word is meaningful than 
single word and we want to have meaningful paper topics. 
Among picked sentences only sentences very similar to 
the title are selected.  We use Jaccard similarity to 
measure the closeness of the sentences to the title. That is 
if T is the title and S is a sentence selected then 

)/()(2max(arg),( STSTSTSim ∪∩=  
 In the same way, the similarity between paper’s title 

and each reference title is computed and only most 
similar references are selected. That is if T is the title and 
R is a reference then 

)/()(2max(arg),( RTRTRTSim ∪∩=  
 
With assumption that it is unusual for the phrase which 

is not about the topic of a document to repeat more than 
two times in the document, phrase feature is used to 
determine the topics in which papers are talking about.  In 
selecting paper’s topics, we need paper’s title, keywords, 
extracted top frequent sentences and most similar 
reference titles. Among them only paper’ keywords are in 
the form of phrases as they have formulated by authors.  
The next step now is to formulate phrases from extracted 
paper’ title, extracted top sentences and most similar 
references which will be used in selection of topics.After 
removing the stop words from paper’s title, top frequent 
sentences and most similar references, the following 
regular expression is used to formulate phrases: 

((A | N) + (A | N)*(A | N)  
Where A is an adjective, N is a noun. 
Each paper’s title, extracted sentences or most similar 

reference title is viewed as a sequence of words, so that it 
can be represented as = {w1, w2 ,w3 ,...), where 
w1 ,w2 ,w3 .. are words appearing in each one of them. An 
ordered sequence of two or more words is called a phrase.   
Now we have phrase from paper’s title, keywords, top 
frequent sentences and most similar reference titles. The 
next step is to calculate the frequency of each phrase.     

The frequency of each selected phrase is computed and 
only top frequent phrases at a certain occurrence are 
selected as paper’s topics candidate. Usually, short multi-
words refer to the general concepts in the documents and 
long multi-word is a subtopic of these general topics [18]. 
In our method short multi-words are selected as paper’s 
topics. Actually, there are some overlapping among the 
extracted multi-words where some short multi words are 
subset of long multi words, for example if “sentence 
similarity measure” and “sentences similarity” were 
extracted as top phrases similar to the title, we will 
consider only “sentences similarity” to be used for topics 
selection which means that short phrases are preferred 
than long phrases and are selected as paper’s topics.  

By extracting information from a corpus of such 
textual scientific research papers, a structured, searchable 
database of papers can be automatically constructed and 
can be queried, mined, etc. Table1 shows the sample of 
extracted information from the paper Reference [21] that 
is processed and stored in a database (structured format) 
for easy access, analysis and further processing. It shows 
the papers ‘information in a summarized format which 
makes it easy to apply other text mining tasks. 

TABLE I.  
SAMPLE EXTRACTED INFORMATION 

 

B.  Paper Clustering Stage 
The clustering of text documents is a central technique 

in text mining which can be defined as grouping 
documents into clusters according to their topics or main 
contents [22].  A cluster is defined as a collection of 
objects which are “similar” between them and are 
“dissimilar” to the objects belonging to other clusters. In 
Reference [6], the problem of document clustering is 
defined as follows: given a set of documents, they can be 
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Input: 
Top frequent words Fw= {fw1, fw2 …fn) 
Keywords Kn = { k1, k2…….kn ) 
All sentences of the paper= Sn= {s1, S2…….sn) 
Output: 
Selected T sentences 
steps 
Kt=Fw∪ Kn 
For all Fti 
For all Snj 
If Snj contains Fti 
Extract Snj 
Repeat 
End For 
End for 

Figure 2. Top Frequent Sentences extraction algorithm 
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automatically grouped into a predetermined number of 
clusters, such that the documents assigned to each cluster 
are more similar to each other than the documents 
assigned to different clusters. In other words, the 
documents in one cluster share the same topic, and the 
documents in different clusters represent different topics.  
This automatic analysis can be useful in many tasks. It 
can provide an overview of the contents of a large 
documents collection.  Another benefit of clustering [2] is 
that documents can appear in multiple subtopics, thus 
ensuring that a useful document will not be omitted from 
search results.  We apply data mining technique 
(clustering) on the constructed database to group similar 
(or related) papers together.  This technique is applied to 
a multi word database as it is made of phrases extracted 
from text documents (research papers).  In our case we 
are concerned with scientific papers and a cluster refers to 
a group of related papers (the papers are similar if they 
talk similar field or topic). 

B. 1 Similarity measure and selection of initial centroids  
The most important factor in a clustering algorithm is 

the similarity measure. All clustering algorithms are 
based on similarity measures and each clustering method 
use a similarity function. Before clustering, a 
similarity/distance measure must be determined [23].  
Many methods have been proposed to measure the 
similarity between words, sentences paragraphs and 
documents. Document similarity is often represented by 
the Vector Space Model (VSM) where documents are 
represented by the bag of words, and the meanings of 
documents are presented by vectors. A well-known 
similarity measure is the cosine function, which is widely 
used in document clustering algorithms and is reported 
performing very well [24]. Sentences are represented by a 
vector of weights while computing cosine similarity. The 
cosine function can be used in the family of k-means 
algorithms to assign each document to a cluster with the 
most similar cluster centroid in an effort to maximize the 
intra-cluster similarity. In order to achieve high efficiency 
of our method, we have also chosen cosine similarity as it 
has reported performing well. 

In many previous works, K-means has been used for 
many methods and has reported to perform well [6, 13, 
23]. The k-means algorithm is based on the idea that a 
centroid can represent a cluster. The k-means algorithm 
starts with initial cluster centroids, and sentences are 
assigned to the clusters iteratively in order to minimize or 
maximize the value of the global criterion function [6]. 
We adopt this algorithm in grouping similar papers of our 
constructed database and propose a multi- word based 
centroid clustering method for scientific paper documents. 
The concept of clustering used in this work is similar to 
the one used in [6, 14, 23, 25]. The difference relies on 
estimating the initial K centroids, paper stored in 
structured format (database) and the amount of 
information used in clustering stage. K-mean has been 
used also in clustering of transaction databases [26]. 

B. 2 Selection of initial centroids  

It is not easy to determine the initial centroids of 
clusters in a text database. Many methods have been 
proposed in estimating number of clusters centroids such 
as random selection and buckshot. The random algorithm 
randomly chooses k documents from the data set as the 
initial centroids [27]. We want to have a good set of 
initial cluster centroids in order to get better clustering 
results.  

The strategy  that  we  used  to  determine  the  optimal  
number  of clusters (the number of topics ) is based on 
the weight of frequency of  selected paper’s topics 
combined with paper’s title and paper’s keywords  
phrases available in our constructed database. We used 
keywords feature because they describe the most used 
words and are written by the authors that means that they 
are much related to the paper’s topics.  In many case 
keywords are written in phrase (n gram). The phrase here 
is defined as set of words composed of two or more 
words and it is supposed to be a meaningful.  

The phrases are assigned weights according to their 
frequencies. The frequent phrases are given higher weight.  
If the phrase is more frequent in the corpus, it means that 
it appears in many papers. 

      Only keywords composed of two or more words 
are considered to be phrases. We consider only phrase 
because they have specific meaning than single word 
which has a broad meaning.   

For example the word information is a broad word, 
information extraction; information security, information 
sciences, information retrieval etc are more specific than 
information.   

As we are now working with our previously 
constructed database, the initial centroid selection starts 
at first record and counts the frequency of each phrase of 
the title, keywords and paper’s topics attributes. 

After counting the frequency of each phrase, the top K 
frequent phrases (at certain occurrence) are selected to 
represent the topics in clusters, and become cluster 
centroids. For example if we have the following extracted 
information for four papers from which we want to select 
the centroids( underline are phrases in the paper’s titles 
and keywords) 
 

Title 1: Automatic text summarization based on 
sentences clustering and extraction. 

Keywords in Title 1: text summarization; similarity 
measure; sentences clustering; sentence extractive 
technique 

Paper‘s topic: text summarization, sentences clustering, 
sentence similarity 

Title 2: Sentence Clustering Using Parts-of-Speech 
Keywords in Title 2: natural language processing, Part-

of-speech, clustering 
Paper’s topic: natural language processing, Part-of-

speech, question type classification 
Title 3: A new sentence similarity measure and 

sentence based extractive technique for automatic text 
summarization 
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Keywords in Title 3: Similarity measure, Text mining, 
Sentence clustering, Summarization, Evolution algorithm, 
Sentence extractive technique 

Paper’s topic: document summarization, extractive 
summarization, dissimilarity measure, sentence clustering, 
sentence extraction and summarization methods. 

Title 4: Some Experiments on Clustering Similar 
Sentences of Texts in Portuguese 

Keywords in Title 4: Sentence Similarity, Sentence 
Clustering, Statistical Metrics, 

Paper’s topic: clustering method, document clustering, 
statistical similarity, clustering solution, similarity 
threshold and similar sentences. 

After removing the stop words from paper’s title and 
counting the frequency of each phrase in title, keywords, 
and paper’s topics, top frequent phrases are selected as 
initial centroids. Table 2 shows the top phrases that are 
most frequent and their occurrences 

TABLE 2.  

TOP PHRASES AND THEIR FREQUENCIES 

TOPIC CANDIDATE FREQUENCIES 

sentences clustering 7 
extractive technique 4 
text summarization 4 
similarity measure 4 
measure sentences 3 
sentence extractive 2 
clustering summarization 2 
algorithm sentence 2 
evolution algorithm 2 
clustering sentences 2 

processing part 2 

sentence similarity 2 
automatic text 2 
natural language 2 
language processing 2 

summarization similarity 2 

The top four phrases (in bold) are selected as initial 
centroids for those papers titles. In order to maintain the 
cluster definition as stated in previous section (cluster 
similarity and dissimilarity), we measure the similarity 
between selected topics and if two topics are similar at 
certain percentage, they are combined as one topic, which 
means that similar topics are kept in the same cluster 
while dissimilar topics are kept in other clusters. 
Fig.3 shows the proposed initial centroids selection 
algorithm: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Initial centroids selection algorithm 

B. 3 Title Clustering  
After selecting K initial centroids (records from 

database), each title is assigned to a cluster based on a 
distance measure (between its paper’s title, keywords, 
and paper’s topics with each of the k centroids), then k 
centroids are recalculated. This step is repeated until all 
titles are assigned to clusters. Cosine similarity measure 
is used to calculate similarity between them.  Figure 4 
shows the proposed clustering algorithm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Proposed clustering algorithm 
 
The phrase based similarity between paper’s extracted 
information work better and faster because it deals with 
phrases (multi words) rather than single words. 

V.  EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH  

The accuracy of the proposed clustering solution has 
been evaluated by using the standard Precision, Recall, 
Entropy and Purity metrics which have been used in 
previous methods [14, 21, 28, 29] as external quality 
measures. They measure how good the clusters are when 
compared with reference clusters (often manually 
classified clusters).  The proposed approach is only useful 
if it is accurate and performs as expected. Therefore it is 
important to measure the accuracy of the new approach 

Input:    Database of n record  
Output:  Database of n records and K centroids clusters 
 
Step1. Count the frequency of every phrase in title, 
              Keywords and paper’s topic attributes. 
 Step2. Order them by their frequency 
 Step3. Select phrases whose phrases have many 
               frequencies. 
Steps 4: Calculate similarity between each of the 
              Selected phrases 
Steps5: Combine similar topics as one topic  
 Step5. Selected phrases are used as initial centroids 

Input:    Database of n record and K centroids clusters 
Output:  Database of n records grouped in different K 
clusters according to their topics. 
 
Step1.  Select title, keywords, paper’s topics and most  
             reference titles attributes of each k records   
             (centroids), records that have been selected as  
             initial centroids 
Step2. Select title, keywords, paper’s topics and most  
           similar references attributes of one record (r) in  
           remaining records 
Step3.  Compute cosine similarities between r and k  
            centroids 
Step4. Put r in the closest cluster and recomputed the  
            centroids.  
Step5.  Repeat Steps 2 to 4 until all records are 
           processed 
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on independent test data. The primary question we 
address in the experiments of this section is whether the 
automatically extracted data is relatively reliable 
compared to the manually constructed database. 

A.  Evaluation of Information Extraction 
We performed our experiments on 200 scientific 

research papers from 5 different fields such as: data 
mining, wireless networking, computer architecture, 
image processing and information security, downloaded 
from internet from different journals and conferences in 
which we performed manual topics and most similar 
reference title extraction. Stop words removal was first 
performed for all experiments. We randomly selected 
20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% of our collected papers 
and calculated the average of precision and recall for each 
group of papers. For top frequent sentences extraction 
only sentences appearing more than 3 times was 
considered and for paper’s topics selection only phrases 
appearing from 5 times was considered.  We got an 
average of 87.5% and 88.1.2% and 87.8 of precision, 
recall and F-measure respectively for all papers. Table 3 
shows the performance of the proposed method in terms 
of precision, recall and F-measure metrics. 

TABLE 3.  
PERFORMANCE OF THE NEW APPROACH 

 
Number of papers 

 
Precision (%) 

 
Recall (%) 

 
F-Measure 
(%) 

40 papers   (20%) 90.6% 89.3% 89.9% 
80 papers (40%) 88.0% 91.0% 89.5% 
120papers (60%) 89.6% 89.6% 89.6% 
160 papers (80%) 84.0% 85.0% 84.5% 
200 papers (100%) 85.4% 85.8% 85.6% 

 
Average 87.5% 88.1% 87.8% 
 
When compared our results with [9, 30]. It was 

observed that our method outperforms by 6%, %5 and 
5% higher than the ones of [9] in both precision and recall 
and F-measure respectively. It outperforms [30] by 4% 
and 1.8% higher in Recall and F-measure respectively. 
The results indicate that the improvement of our approach 
is based on multi–word extraction feature and frequent 
word features.  

The results comparison is shown in Table 4. 
TABLE 4.  

RESULTS COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS 
Method Average precision Average 

recall 
F-measure

Reference [ 9] 81.0% 83.7% 82.3% 

Reference [30] 87.9% 84.2% 86.0% 

Proposed 
method 

87.5% 88.1% 87.8% 

 

B.  Paper Clustering Evaluation 
Given a set of labeled records (sentences) belonging to 

K classes, assume the clustering algorithm partitions 
them into C clusters. Let N be the total number of records 

to be clustered and nij the number of records of the class 
ki∈ K that are present in cluster cj∈C. The Precision and 
Recall for ki and cj, denoted P(ki,cj)  and R(ki,cj), 
respectively  are computed as follows:  

j

ij
ji c

n
ckP =),(                                            (1) 

j

ij
ji k

n
ckR =),(                                           (2)  

and F-measure denoted F is computed as follows 

)),(),((
)),(*),(*2

),(
jiji

jiji
ji ckPckR

ckPckR
ckF

+
=         (3) 

           
The overall F-measure of a clustering solution S, 

denoted F(S), is calculated by using the weighted sum of 
such maximum F-measures for all classes, accordingly. 
F(S) values range from 0 to 1. It is computed as follows: 

 

{ }),()max(||)( jij
i ckFCc

N
kSF ∈= ∑      (4) 

            Kki ∈  
It is based on the cluster that best describes each class 

ki, that is the one that maximizes F(ki,cj)  for all j.   
The second metric employed is entropy. It measures how 
well each cluster is organized. A perfect clustering 
solution will be the one in which all clusters contain 
sentences from a single class only. In this case the 
entropy is zero.  

The calculation of entropy is based on the class 
distributions in each cluster. This is exactly what is done 
by Precision metric. In fact, Precision represents the 
probability of a sentence randomly chosen from cluster cj 
to belong to class ki. Hence, the Entropy of a cluster cj, 
denoted E(cj) and computed as follows: 

 
),(log),()( jijk ij ckpckpCE

i
∑−=       (5) 

The Entropy of a whole clustering solution S , denoted  
E(S) , is given by the sum of the  individual cluster 
entropies weighted by  the size of the cluster and is 
computed as follows:  

)(
||

)( i
c

j cE
N
c

SE
j

∑=                      (6)                         

E(S) values are always positive. The smaller the E(S), 
the better the clustering solution is. 

Another metric used is purity. The purity of a cluster jc
, 

denoted )( jcPu , is defined by the class  ik   that 
maximizes the precision of that cluster. It is computed as 
follows: 

{ }),(max)( jiij ckPkcPu =                           (7)                    
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The overall purity of a clustering solution, 
denoted )(SPu , is given by a weighted sum of the 
individual cluster purities. Its values range from 0 to 1.  

)(||)( j
Cc

i cP
N
cSPu

j

∑
∈

=                               (8)       

In summary, Entropy and Purity metrics evaluate the 
goodness of a clustering solution, while F-measure 
evaluates the effectiveness of the clustering method. 

Based on our proposed method that estimates initial k 
centroids based on frequency of phrases of paper titles, 
keywords, paper’s topics and most similar  reference, we 
conducted experiments to cluster similar papers using K 
means method and cosine as similarity measure. We 
conducted our experiment on 200 paper titles that were 
extracted and stored in database in the first stage. 

We firstly removed stop words using the common stop 
word methods for each paper’s title, and most similar 
references title; we assumed that there is no need of 
stemming since this can change the original meaning of 
the sentences. We run our experiments five times and 
calculated the average of F-measure, entropy and purity. 
At initial centroid selection steps, only phrases having 
from 4 occurrences were considered as initial centroids.  
The obtained results are compared with the previous 
work [23] where we only considered the clustering results 
on academics papers experiments as it similar to our test 
case. Table 5 shows the results of our proposed method. 
Figure 5 shows details of the comparison results with 
previous method [23]. As it is seen, our method 
outperforms previous work in term of entropy and purity. 

 
TABLE 5.  

PAPERS CLUSTERING RESULTS 
papers range F-measure Entropy Purity 

40 papers   (20%) 0.899 0.187 0.910 
80 papers (40%) 0.895 0.227 0.880 
120papers (60%) 0.896 0.213 0.900 
160papers (80%) 0.845 0.341 0.850 

200 papers (100%) 0.856 0.310 0.870 
average 0.878 0.256 0.882 

 
Figure 5 shows details of the comparison results with 
previous work [23]. As it is seen in figure 5, our method 
outperforms previous work in term of entropy and purity.  

 

 
 

Figure 5. Clustering results comparison 
 

In general, the smaller the Entropy value, the better the 
clustering result, or the larger Purity and F-measure 
values the better the clustering result[31]. 

Our clustering experiment results show an average of 
87.8%, 0.256 and 0.882 of F-measure, entropy and purity 
respectively as shown in Table 5. The clustering results 
of our proposed approach give the values of 89.9%, 0.187 
and 0.91 of F-measure, entropy and purity respectively 
for the best case. The best performance of our clustering 
approach is based on best extraction of topics in 
information extraction stage and the best selection of 
initial centroids while clustering by considering both 
papers’ title, keywords, paper’s topic and most similar 
reference title’ phrases in clustering phases. 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

A two stage method for scientific papers analysis is 
proposed. The method can help reader to get many 
papers’ information and do quick analysis of research 
papers. It is a multi-word based clustering method for 
analyzing scientific papers. It extracts title, author names, 
abstract, keywords, paper’s topics and most similar 
references titles from scientific research paper. The 
extracted information is then stored in database and 
processed in different clusters according to their topics 
and can be queried and mined easily.  The main 
contribution of this paper is that the reader can  get the 
paper’s information in summarized, viewed, structured 
format for easy, and fast access, so that he or she can read 
the content of the paper in a very short time reducing time 
and space. At the same time the reader can get all related 
papers grouped together and this can help a reader for fast 
access and quick analysis of many research papers. 
Another contribution is that we reduced the paper’s 
dimension by only considering a little information which 
resulted in fast clustering. The best performance of our 
clustering approach is based on the best extraction of 
paper’s topics in information extraction stage and the best 
selection of initial centroids by considering both papers’ 
title, keywords, paper’s topic and most similar reference 
title’ phrases in clustering stage. The centroids consist of 
phrases which are central to all papers in the same cluster, 
thus the closeness in papers ‘topics are respected. 

We are planning to improve our approach in 
incorporating search techniques and other topics 
extraction methods. This will result in excellent 
performance of the method in terms of accuracy and 
precision.  
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